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Sliding mode controlAbstract This paper proposes a ﬁnite-time robust ﬂight controller, targeting for a reentry vehicle
with blended aerodynamic surfaces and a reaction control system (RCS). Firstly, a novel ﬁnite-time
attitude controller is pointed out with the introduction of a nonsingular ﬁnite-time sliding mode
manifold. The attitude tracking errors are mathematically proved to converge to zero within ﬁnite
time which can be estimated. In order to improve the performance, a second-order ﬁnite-time slid-
ing mode controller is further developed to effectively alleviate chattering without any deterioration
of robustness and accuracy. Moreover, an optimization control allocation algorithm, using linear
programming and a pulse-width pulse-frequency (PWPF) modulator, is designed to allocate torque
commands for all the aerodynamic surface deﬂections and on–off switching-states of RCS thrusters.
Simulations are provided for the reentry vehicle considering uncertain parameters and external
disturbances for practical purposes, and the results demonstrate the effectiveness and robustness
of the attitude control system.
ª 2014 Production and hosting by Elsevier Ltd. on behalf of CSAA & BUAA.
Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license.1. Introduction
A reentry vehicle operates over a broad ﬂight envelope span-
ning from hypersonic ﬁght to subsonic ﬂight to landing,1 and
its duration covers from outer space into the atmosphere.
Within this envelope, the aerodynamic characteristics vary
widely, and signiﬁcant coupling exists among axes of the reen-
try vehicle, particularly when ﬂying at a high angle of attack.
As a result, the model of a reentry vehicle is highly nonlinear
and time-dependent, with the enormous amount of uncertain-
ties and external disturbances.2,3 On the other hand, when ﬂy-
ing from outer space into the atmosphere, a reentry vehicle has
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redundant actuators and control allocation amongst them
are prerequisite for attitude control. All these problems,
encountered in practice, raise the difﬁculties in the design of
a reentry attitude control system. Hence, a reentry attitude
control system, which can achieve accurate attitude control
involving complicated disturbances with different kinds of
actuators blending, is thus desirable.
Traditionally, the gain scheduling has been the primary
attitude control method for reentry vehicles.5 This approach
linearizes a system at multiple trimmed ﬂight conditions
throughout a ﬂight envelope so that a set of linear controllers
are deﬁned correspondingly. Then an overall attitude control
system is realized with scheduled gains deﬁned by the online
interpolation, regarding some useful ﬂight conditions such as
dynamic pressure, Mach number, etc. However, the design of
a gain scheduling controller is time-consuming and depends
extensively on a control designer’s experience. In addition,
there is no theoretical support to guarantee the stability for
the interpolated gains.6
In order to improve ﬂight control performance, several
nonlinear attitude control methods have been proposed, such
as trajectory linearization control (TLC),7 adaptive neural
network (NN),8 nonlinear predictive control,9 state dependent
Riccati equation (SDRE) control,10 and so on, while the
robustness issues are still not fully addressed yet.11
Sliding mode control (SMC) methodology is recognized as
one of the most promising robust control techniques. It is
insensitive to parameter variations and external disturbances
under matching conditions, and has fast dynamic response,
making it a potential approach for ﬂight control systems.12
The reusable launch vehicle (RLV) control problem is
addressed via multiple-time-scale SMC method in Refs.13,14
A sliding mode manifold is ﬁrst designed so that the states
of a ﬂight control system on the sliding mode manifold exhibit
the desired attitude tracking behavior, and then a control strat-
egy is designed to drive the system states to the sliding mode
manifold and guarantee system motion on it thereafter.
Besides, a time-varying SMC is proposed to achieve fault
tolerance for RLV attitude control.15 To compensate model
uncertainties and external disturbances, a sliding mode
observation technique is applied in Ref.16 Based on it, a corre-
sponding control law is proposed for RLVs, which is driven by
the disturbance observer with gain adaptation. In this way,
robustness is improved while continuity of control is retained
without using high control gains. For a better dynamic
response, an integrated methodology, incorporating the non-
linear dynamic inversion and the sliding mode control method,
is deployed to accomplish a robust controller for the reentry
attitude control in Ref.17 As mentioned in Refs.13–17, the linear
hyperplane-based sliding mode manifold is adopted to design a
controller. However, such linear sliding mode manifold can
only guarantee that the system states asymptotically converge
to an equilibrium point within an inﬁnite settling time.
Compared with asymptotic stabilization, ﬁnite-time conver-
gence usually offers superior properties, such as faster conver-
gence rate, higher accuracy, better disturbance rejection
capability and robustness against uncertainties.18,19 In order
to enhance convergence speed and achieve ﬁnite-time conver-
gence, a solution is to employ nonlinear sliding mode mani-
folds.20 One of such nonlinear manifolds is the terminal
sliding mode (TSM).21 However, a TSM controller suffersfrom the singularity problem. To overcome this disadvantage,
a nonsingular terminal sliding mode (NTSM) control is pre-
sented but its result is only valid for a second-order system
while the estimation of convergence couldn’t be achieved.22
For a kind of higher-order systems, a ﬁnite-time integral
sliding mode manifold based on geometric homogeneity theory
is presented in Ref.23 However, only local ﬁnite-time stabiliza-
tion results can be established due to the usage of a homoge-
neous approximation.24
The implementation of SMC control may be obstructed by
the chattering phenomenon, which often causes the oscillation
of aerodynamic surfaces of a reentry vehicle in a high
frequency. This harmful phenomenon may lead to low control
accuracy, damage to actuators, and so on.25 To alleviate
chattering, Refs.13–17 introduce the boundary layer method.
This approach replaces the sign function with some smooth
approximations, e.g., a saturation function or a sigmoid func-
tion, when the state trajectory lies within a suitable boundary
layer. However, the robustness and accuracy of the SMC
system are no longer guaranteed within the boundary layer.
The second-order sliding mode control (SOSMC) approach,
using a continuous signal instead of a switching signal, is
another effective method.26,27 As a special case of higher-order
sliding-mode control, SOSMC generates a continuous control
action by conﬁning a discontinuous signal acting to the second
derivative of the sliding mode manifold. Excluding the smooth
approximation, chattering is alleviated whilst the robustness
and accuracy properties are still preserved.
In this paper, the ﬁnite-time robust attitude control prob-
lem for reentry vehicles is under investigation in the presence
of external disturbances and parameter uncertainties. Inspired
by the global ﬁnite-time stabilization method based on the
Lyapunov stability theorem,25,28 a nonlinear sliding mode
manifold is established at ﬁrst to facilitate the ﬁnite-time
convergence of attitude tracking errors. A ﬁnite-time sliding
mode attitude controller is then designed based on the pro-
posed sliding mode manifold for the disturbance rejection.
Furthermore, the sliding mode attitude controller is improved
for chattering alleviation using the second-order sliding mode
method. Since reentry vehicles are designed to ﬂy both in and
outside the atmosphere,29 the desired torque may be unattain-
able using aerodynamic surfaces alone. In such case, a reaction
control system (RCS) is deployed together with aerodynamic
surfaces. To assign control responsibility amongst aerody-
namic control surfaces and RCS thrusters, a proper optimiza-
tion control allocation algorithm using linear programming is
designed and the pulse-width pulse-frequency (PWPF) tech-
nique is utilized to modulate the on–off thrusters. Finally,
the six-degree-of-freedom (6-DOF) simulation results show
the effectiveness of the attitude control system.
2. Model description and problem formulation
2.1. Mathematical model
The dynamic equations of rotational motion of a reentry
vehicle are given by the Euler equation in the body frame30:
_xx
_xy
_xz
264
375 ¼ bI1 Mþ DM xxxy
xz
264
375 bI xxxy
xz
264
375
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966 J. Geng et al.where xx,xy, and xz are the roll, pitch, and yaw rates, respec-
tively. M= [Mx,My,Mz]
T is the control torque vector, in
whichMx,My, and Mz are the roll, pitch, and yaw control tor-
ques deﬁned in the body frame, respectively. DM denotes the
unknown bounded external disturbances. bI ¼ Iþ DI is the
inertial tensor in the body frame with DI as the uncertain part
of the inertia matrix. The nominal inertial tensor I is deﬁned as
I ¼
Ixx 0 Ixz
0 Iyy 0
Ixz 0 Izz
264
375
due to mass symmetry about the x-axis in the body frame. Ixx,
Iyy, Izz are the roll, pitch and yaw moments of inertia respec-
tively, and Ixz is the product of inertia.
The kinematic equations are deﬁned in terms of the aerody-
namic angles a, b, l as follows:
_a ¼  tanbðxx cos aþ xz sin aÞ þ xy
þ sinl
cosb ½ _v cos c _/ sin v sin c
þð _hþ XEÞðcos/ cos v sin c sin/ cos cÞ
 cosl
cosb ½ _c _/ cos v ð _hþ XEÞ cos/ sin v
_b ¼ xz cos aþ xx sin a
þ sinl½ _c _/ cos vþ ð _hþ XEÞ cos/ sin v
þ cos l½ _v cos c _/ sin v sin c
ð _hþ XEÞðcos/ cos v sin c sin/ cos cÞ
_l ¼ xx cos a cos b xy sinb xz sin a cos b
þ _a sin b _v sin c _/ sin v cos c
þð _hþ XEÞðcos/ cos v cos cþ sin/ sin cÞ
8>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:
ð2Þ
where v is the heading angle, c is the ﬂight-path angle, / is the
latitude, h is the longitude, and XE is the Earth’s angular veloc-
ity. a, b, and l are the angle of attack, the sideslip angle, and
the bank angle, respectively.
Since only the attitude of the vehicle is considered as the
objective, the translational equations of motion are thus not
presented in this section, while they are used during 6-DOF
simulations to assess the performance of the designed
controller.
In order to simplify the online calculation and controller
design, two assumptions are made31:
(1) Since the rotational motion of the reentry vehicle is
much faster than that of the Earth, the angular velocity
of the Earth can be neglected, i.e., XE = 0 ()/s.
(2) Since the rotational motion is much faster than the
translational motion, the angular rates due to the
motion in space can be neglected. Thus the translational
terms in the rotational equations can be set to zero, i.e.,
_c ¼ _v ¼ _/ ¼ _h ¼ 0 ()/s.
With the above two assumptions taken into consideration,
the rotational equations of motion shown in Eqs. (1) and (2)
can be further simpliﬁed as follows:
_x ¼ I1xIxþ I1Mþ DD
_U ¼ Rxþ Df
(
ð3Þwhere x= [xx,xy,xz]
T and U ¼ ½a; b; lT. Df= [Df1,Df2,
Df3]
T denotes the uncertainties caused by the model reduction
DD ¼ I1ðDM DI _x xDIxÞ. The superscript (Æ)· stands
for the linear skew symmetric matrix operator for vector.
The matrixes x· and R 2 R3·3 are deﬁned as
x ¼
0 xz xy
xz 0 xx
xy xx 0
264
375;
R ¼
 cos a tanb 1  sin a tanb
sin a 0  cos a
 cos a cos b  sinb  sin a cos b
264
375
ð4Þ
The control torqueM is generated by aerodynamic surfaces
(usually containing elevator, aileron, and rudder) and RCS
thrusters, represented by the following equation13:
M ¼ DðÞd
where D(Æ) 2 R3·n is a sensitivity matrix calculated on the basis
of lookup table data, and d 2 Rn is the actuator vector which
contains aerodynamic surface deﬂections and different states
of RCS thrusters.
2.2. Problem formulation
The control objective is to determine the actuator command
vector dc so that the aerodynamic anglesU ¼ ½a; b; lT can fol-
low the guidance commands Uc ¼ ½ac; bc; lcT in the presence
of parameter uncertainties and disturbance torques. This can
be realized by designing an appropriate control torque
command vector Mc and then mapping it to the actuator
commands dc based on some control allocation algorithm.
13
Speciﬁcally, the control problem for the reentry vehicle can
be decompounded into the following two parts:
(1) Determine the control torque input command vectorMc
in the given state variable equations(_x ¼ I1xIxþ I1Mc þ DD
_U ¼ Rxþ Df ð5Þso that the output vector U can track the command ori-
entation Uc in a ﬁnite time tF > 0, that islimt>tFkek ¼ limt>tFkUUck ¼ 0 ð6Þ
where e= [e1,e2,e3]
T is the tracking error, and
e1 = a  ac, e2 = b  bc, e3 = l  lc.
(2) Design a control allocation algorithm AC(Æ) which maps
the control torque command vector Mc to actuator
deﬂection commands, that isdc ¼ ACðMcÞ
The actuator dynamics are assumed much faster than that
of the reentry ﬂight control system. Therefore, the actuator
dynamics are neglected at the stage of the controller
design. However, they are included during simulations.
3. Attitude controller design
In this section, two ﬁnite-time sliding mode controllers are
developed to realize the attitude tracking of the reentry vehicle.
Finite-time sliding mode attitude control for a reentry vehicle with blended aerodynamic surfaces and a reaction control system 967The controller design consists of two steps: (i) select a nonsin-
gular sliding mode manifold for the desired tracking errors and
(ii) design a control law to guarantee the existence of the slid-
ing mode in ﬁnite time.
Before giving the sliding mode manifold and controller
design, some notations and lemmas to be used in the subse-
quent control development and analysis are presented.
Notations
For a vector x= [x1,x2, . . . ,xn]
T 2 Rn, the notation xp repre-
sents the vector xp1; x
p
2; . . . ; x
p
n
 T
.
Denote sigp(xi) = ŒxiŒpsgn(xi), where sgn(Æ) is the standard
sign function. For the vector x= [x1,x2, . . . ,xn]
T, the notation
sigp(x) represents the vector [sigp(x1), sig
p(x2), . . . , sig
p(xn)]
T.
For a vector function f(x(t)) of the time variable t:
f(x(t)) = [f1(x(t)), f2(x(t)), . . . , fm(x(t))]
T, where x(t) 2 Rn, m
and n are positive integers, the time derivative of f(x(t)) is
denoted as
_fðxðtÞÞ ¼ _f1ðxðtÞÞ; _f2ðxðtÞÞ; . . . ; _fmðxðtÞÞ
h iT
The time integration of f(x(t)) is denoted asZ t2
t1
fðxðsÞÞds ¼
Z t2
t1
f1ðxðsÞÞds;
Z t2
t1
f2ðxðsÞÞds; . . . ;
Z t2
t1
fmðxðsÞÞds
 T
where t1 and t2 are two time instants.
Lemma 1. 24 If 0 < q1/r1 = p1 < 1, where q and r are positive
odd integers, then
jxp1  yp1 j 6 21p1 jx yjp1
Lemma 2. 32 For x 2 R and y 2 R, let c1 and d1 be positive real
numbers and j> 0 be any real-valued function. Then, one has
jxjc1 jyjd1 6 c1
c1 þ d1 jjxj
c1þd1 þ d1
c1 þ d1 j
c1=d1 jyjc1þd1
Lemma 3. 33 For xi 2 R, i= 1,2, . . . ,n, 0 < p2 6 1 is a real
number, and then the following inequality holds:
ðjx1j þ jx2j þ . . .þ jxnjÞp2 6 jx1jp2 þ jx2jp2 þ . . .þ jxnjp2
Lemma 4. 18 Considering the following system:
_x ¼ fðxÞ; fð0Þ ¼ 0; x 2 Rn
Suppose there exists a continuous function Vf(x):Uﬁ R so that
the following conditions hold:
(1) Vf (x) is positive deﬁnite.
(2) There exist real numbers c2 > 0 and p3 2 (0,1) and an
open neighborhood U0  U of the origin so that
_Vf þ c2Vp3f 6 0; x 2 U0 n f0g ð7Þ
Then, the origin is a ﬁnite-time stable equilibrium of the system
Eq. (7). If U= U0 = R
n, the origin is a globally ﬁnite-time sta-
ble equilibrium of system Eq. (7). The settling time tR satisﬁes
tR 6
1
c2ð1 p3Þ
V
1p3
fLemma 5. 34 A solution r(t) 2 R and its derivative of the differ-
ential equation
_rþ k1jrj1=2sgnðrÞ þ k2
Z
sgnðrÞds ¼ nðtÞ
converge to zero in ﬁnite time if k1 > 0:5
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
C
p
and k2P 4C with
j _nðtÞj 6 C. The ﬁnite convergence time tr can be estimated by
the following formula:
tr 6
7:6rð0Þ
k2  C3.1. Sliding mode manifold design
The nonsingular ﬁnite-time sliding mode manifold is deﬁned
as:
s ¼ _eþ k
Z t
0
ð _e1=pðsÞ þ ceðsÞÞ2p1ds ð8Þ
where the parameters k, c, and p are positive constants. 1/
2 < q/r= p< 1, while q and r are positive odd integers.
When the sliding mode is established under a properly
designed controller, it can be obtained that
s ¼ _eþ k R t
0
ð _e1=pðsÞ þ ceðsÞÞ2p1ds ¼ 0
_s ¼ €eþ kð _e1=p þ ceÞ2p1 ¼ 0
(
ð9Þ
Therefore, the dynamics of the proposed nonsingular slid-
ing mode can be obtained as:
€e ¼ kð _e1=p þ ceÞ2p1 ð10Þ
Theorem 1. Considering the sliding mode dynamics Eq. (10),
this system is ﬁnite-time stable, and the tracking error e
converges to zero in a ﬁnite time tR, if 1/2< q/r = p< 1,
c> e, k> a, where q and r are positive odd integers, e is an
arbitrary positive constant, and
a ¼ 2
ð2p2Þ=pp
ð1þ pÞ1þ1=pe
þ 2
1þpp2ppð2 pÞpþ1cðpþ1Þ2
ð1þ pÞpþ1ep2 þ 2
1pð2 pÞc
The ﬁnite convergence time tR is determined by
tR 6
1
ð1 pÞb je
TðtSÞeðtSÞjð1pÞ=2
where b=min(cp  ep, k  a), and tS is the time when the slid-
ing condition is satisﬁed.
Proof. Consider the Lyapunov function
V1 ¼ 1
2
eTe ¼ V11 þ V12 þ V13
where V1i ¼ 0:5e2i ði ¼ 1; 2; 3Þ.
Inspired by adding a power integrator in the method
proposed in Ref.24, a virtual variable z ¼ z1; z2; z3
 T
is introduced with zi deﬁned as z

i ¼ ðceiÞp. Let
z ¼ ½z1; z2; z3T ¼ _e, and then the derivative ofV1i can be derived as
_V1i ¼ ei zi  zi
 þ eizi ¼ ei zi  zi  cpepþ1i ð11Þ
968 J. Geng et al.Consider a C1 Lyapunov function V2 = V21 + V22 + V23,
where V2i is deﬁned as follows:
V2i ¼ V1i þ
Z zi
z
i
ði1=p  ðzi Þ1=pÞ
2p
di ð12Þ
Note that
@ðz
i
Þ1=p
@ei
¼ c, and deﬁne ni ¼ z1=pi  zi
 1=p
, so the
derivative of V2i is
_V2i ¼ ei zi  zi
  cpepþ1i þ ð2 pÞczi

Z zi
z
i
s1=p  zi
 1=p	 
1p
dsþ n2pi _zi ð13Þ
According to Lemma 1, it can be obtained that
jzi  zi j 6 21pjz1=pi  ðzi Þ1=pjp ¼ 21pjnjp. It follows from Eq.
(13) that
_V2i 6 21pjeijjnijp  cpepþ1i þ 21pð2 pÞcjzijjnij þ n2pi _zi ð14Þ
According to Lemma 2, it has
jeijjnijp 6
1
1þ p j1jeij
1þp þ p
1þ pj
1=p
1 jnij1þp ð15Þ
where j1 is an arbitrary positive constant.
Note that zi ¼ ðni þ zi
 1=pÞp. Using Lemma 3, it can be
obtained that
jzij 6 jnijp þ zi
  ¼ jnijp þ jceijp
Thus,
jzijjnij 6 jnij1þp þ cpjeijpjnij
6 jnij1þp þ
cppj2
pþ 1 jeij
pþ1 þ c
pjp2
pþ 1 jnij
pþ1 ð16Þ
where j2 is an arbitrary positive constant.
Since j1 and j2 are arbitrary positive constants, let
j1 ¼ ð1þpÞe
p
22p
and j2 ¼ ð1þpÞe
p
22pð2pÞpcpþ1, where e is an arbitrary
positive constant. With j1, j2, and Eqs. (15) and (16)
substituted into Eq. (14),
_V2i 6
ep
2
jeij1þp þ 2
ð2p2Þ=pp
ð1þ pÞ1þ1=pe
jnij1þp  cpjeij1þp
þ 21pð2 pÞcjnij1þp þ
ep
2
jeij1þp
þ 2
1þpp2ð2 pÞpþ1ppcðpþ1Þ2
ð1þ pÞpþ1ep2 jnij
1þp  kn1þpi
¼ ðep  cpÞjeij1þp þ ða kÞjnij1þp
6 minðcp  ep; k aÞðjeij1þp þ jnij1þpÞ
6 minðcp  ep; k aÞðe2i þ n2i Þ
ð1þpÞ=2
ð17Þ
According to Ref.24, V2i 6 2e2i þ 2n2i . Hence, it has
_V2 ¼ _V21 þ _V22 þ _V23
6 2ð1þpÞ=2b½Vð1þpÞ=212 þ Vð1þpÞ=222 þ Vð1þpÞ=232 
6 2ð1þpÞ=2bVð1þpÞ=22
b ¼ minðcp  ep; k aÞAccording to Lemma 4, it is obvious that the origin is a
globally ﬁnite-time stable equilibrium, i.e., e(t) = 0 in a ﬁnite
time tR. The convergence time satisﬁes
tR 6
2ð1pÞ=2
ð1 pÞb jV2ð0Þj
ð1pÞ=2 ¼ 1ð1 pÞb je
Tð0Þeð0Þjð1pÞ=2
This completes the proof. h
Remark 1. Observe that, if one takes the value of the fraction
power p= 1, the sliding mode manifold shown in Eq. (8) will
be
s ¼ _eþ k
Z t
0
ð _eðsÞ þ ceðsÞÞds ð18Þ
This sliding mode manifold can be considered as a kind of con-
ventional PID-type sliding mode manifolds.35 When the sliding
mode is established, by a similar proof procedure as that of
Theorem 1, it can be proved that the attitude tracking errors
are globally asymptotically convergent if the parameters satisfy
c> e, k> a, and a ¼ c4þ1
2e þ c. Therefore, the convergence
speed can be improved by the proposed sliding mode manifold
in Eq. (8).3.2. Sliding mode attitude controller design
Theorem 1 shows that if a dynamic state feedback control law
is designed so that the trajectories of the closed-loop system in
Eq. (5) can be driven on the sliding surface in Eq. (9) and
evolve along it, the convergence objective in Eq. (6) can be
achieved. Therefore, the next step is to design a robust control
law to achieve ﬁnite-time stabilization of the sliding mode
manifold at zero in spite of parameter uncertainties and exter-
nal disturbances.
Differentiating the sliding mode manifold in Eq. (8), the
sliding mode dynamics are obtained by
_s ¼ €eþ kð _e1=p þ ceÞ2p1 ¼ d
_U
dt
 €Uc þ kð _e1=p þ ceÞ2p1 ð19Þ
By substituting Eq. (5) into the sliding mode dynamics, it
can be obtained that
_s ¼ d
dt
ðRxþ DfÞ  €Uc þ kð _e1=p þ ceÞ2p1
¼ _Rxþ R _xþ D_fþ kð _e1=p þ ceÞ2p1
¼ RI1Mc þ ð _R RI1xIÞx €Uc þ kð _e1=p þ ceÞ2p1
þ ðRDDþ D_fÞ
¼ EMc þ Fþ DT
ð20Þ
where E, F, and DT are introduced to denote the coupled part,
the normal part, and the lumped disturbance, respectively. The
expressions of E, F, and DT are
E ¼ RI1
F ¼ ð _R RI1xIÞx €Uc þ kð _e1=p þ ceÞ2p1
DT ¼ ½DT1;DT2;DT3T ¼ RDDþ D_f
8><>:
The lumped disturbance DT and its derivative are assumed
to be bounded: kDTk1 6 q1; kD _Tk1 6 q2, where q1 and q2
are positive constants.
Finite-time sliding mode attitude control for a reentry vehicle with blended aerodynamic surfaces and a reaction control system 969Based on the sliding mode dynamics, the following ﬁnite-
time sliding mode control (FSMC) law is presented for the
establishment of the sliding mode.
Theorem 2. Consider the reentry vehicle system characterized
by Eq. (5) with the sliding mode manifold deﬁned by Eq. (8). The
attitude tracking error e converges to zero in ﬁnite time if the
control law is designed as follows:
Mc ¼ E1ðF gsgnðsÞÞ ð21Þ
where g is the switching gain and satisﬁes g> q1.
Proof. Consider the positive deﬁnite Lyapunov function in the
form of
VS ¼ 1
2
sTs
Taking the time derivative of VS, it has
_VS ¼ sT _s
¼ sTðEMc þ Fþ DTÞ
ð22Þ
With the control variable in Eq. (21) substituted in Eq. (22),
_VS ¼ sT _s
¼ gsTsgnðsÞ þ sTDT
6 ðg kDTk1Þðjs1j þ js2j þ js3jÞ
6 ðg kDTk1Þðs21 þ s22 þ s23Þ1=2
¼ ðg kDTk1Þð2VSÞ1=2
By solving the above differential equation, one can obtain that
VS will converge to zero in a ﬁnite time:
tS 6
1
g kDTk1
sTð0Þsð0Þ ð23Þ
Therefore, s will converge to zero in ﬁnite time.
Thus, by Theorem 1, the objective eﬁ 0 can be achieved in
a ﬁnite time tF = tS + tR. This completes the proof. h3.3. An improved sliding mode attitude controller design for
chattering alleviation
As outlined in Section 3.2, the sliding mode attitude controller
in Eq. (21) guarantees the ﬁnite-time convergence of the track-
ing error. However, the chattering problem should be consid-
ered carefully, which inherently exists in the variable
structure control. The most commonly used approach for chat-
tering alleviation is the boundary layer method, which replaces
the sign function with smooth ones. With this technique
adopted, the sliding mode control law in Eq. (21) can be mod-
iﬁed as:
Mc ¼ E1ðF gsatðsÞÞ ð24Þ
where satðsÞ ¼ h
1s jsij 6 hi
sgnðsÞ Otherwise

, h= diag(h1,h2, . . . ,hn),
in which hi is the boundary layer thickness which will reduce
chattering if appropriately chosen.
Generally, the thicker the boundary layer is, the better the
chattering will be suppressed. However, the static error inside
the boundary layer will be larger, and vice versa.Since the boundary layer method will result in the deterio-
ration of robustness and precision, a second-order ﬁnite-time
sliding mode control (SOFSMC) law is proposed as follows
to suppress chattering while preserving the robustness and
accuracy of SMC.
Theorem 3. Considering the reentry vehicle system character-
ized by Eq. (5), the tracking error e converges to zero in ﬁnite
time if the sliding mode manifold is deﬁned by Eq. (8) and the
control law is designed as follows:Mc ¼ E1½F ksig1=2ðsÞ  t
Z t
0
sgnðsðsÞÞds ð25Þ
where the parameters k and t are positive constants and satisfy
k > 0:5
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
q2
p
; t > 4q2 ð26Þ
Proof. Based on the above analysis, the system dynamics can
be expressed as
_s ¼ EMc þ Fþ DT ð27Þ
If the control variable in Eq. (25) is substituted into Eq. (27),
the time derivative of s can be rewritten as
_s ¼ EMc þ Fþ DT
¼ DT ksig1=2ðsÞ  t R t
0
sgnðsðsÞÞds
The system dynamics is equivalent to the following decoupling
single input single output (SISO) scalar form:
_si þ ksig1=2ðsiÞ þ t
Z t
0
sgnðsiðsÞÞds ¼ DTi
Since D _Ti 6 q2, it can be concluded from Lemma 5 that, if the
parameters k and t satisfy the conditions in Eq. (26), si and its
derivative converge to zero in a ﬁnite time:
tSi 6
7:6sið0Þ
t q2
ð28Þ
Therefore, the second-order sliding mode s ¼ _s ¼ 0 is estab-
lished in a ﬁnite time
tS 6 maxðtSiÞ ¼ 7:6ksð0Þk1t q2
According to Theorem 1, if s ¼ _s ¼ 0 is satisﬁed, the tracking
error e convergences to zero in a ﬁnite time tR. Consequently,
the objective eﬁ 0 can be achieved in a ﬁnite time tF = tS + -
tR. This completes the proof. h
According to the deﬁnitions of R and I, the formulation of
E can be expressed as the following form:
E¼RI1¼
Izz cosaþ Ixz sina
I
tanb 1
Iyy
Ixz cosaþ Ixx sina
I
tanb
Izz
I
sina Ixz
I
cosa 0
Ixz
I
sina Ixx
I
cosa
Izz cosaþ Ixz sina
I cosb
0 Ixz cosaþ Ixx sina
I cosb
26666664
37777775
where I ¼ IxxIzz  I2xz.
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IIyy cos b
– 0; E1 always exists. Therefore,
the control torque can always be obtained by Eqs. (21) and
(25).
Remark 2. The proposed sliding mode manifold in Eq. (8) is
different from the terminal sliding mode manifold which is also
appropriate for ﬁnite-time convergence. Previously reported
terminal sliding mode manifold21 and fast terminal sliding
mode manifold36 are described respectively by
st ¼ _eþ c2ep4 ; sf ¼ _eþ c2 _eþ k3ep4 ð29Þ
where c2, k3 > 0, and 0 < p4 < 1. The singularity problem
may happen in the reaching phase when ei = 0, since terms
with negative powers ðeiÞp41 will occur in the control law.
With the sliding mode manifold proposed in this paper, no
negative fractional powers of the tracking error ei exist in the
control law since 1/2 < p< 1. Therefore, the control Mc is
always nonsingular in the state space.
Remark 3. The proposed second-order ﬁnite-time sliding
mode attitude control law in Eq. (25) provides a ﬁnite-time
convergence: s ¼ _s ¼ 0, i.e., the second-order sliding mode is
established. In this way, the controller acts discontinuously
on the second-order time derivative of the sliding variable,
which means the control variable in Eq. (25) is the integral
of the discontinuous signal. Therefore, the control variable is
continuous and the chattering caused by the sign function
can be alleviated by this integration operation.
The boundary layer technique, as shown in Eq. (24), is a
commonly used method to alleviate the chattering of SMC.
This approach uses a saturation function instead of the sign
function. However, the robustness and accuracy of the SMC
system within the boundary layer are no longer retained.
Compared with the boundary layer technique, the proposed
second-order sliding mode controller uses non-smooth approx-
imation to replace the sign function, by which there is no
reduction of accuracy and robustness. Therefore, the second-
order sliding mode controller in Eq. (25) shows better
performance than the sliding mode controller in Eq. (24).
Remark 4. The parameters k and t must satisfy k > 0:5
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
q2
p
and t> 4q2. However, in many practical cases, q1 and q2 can-
not be easily estimated. To solve this problem, one can select
sufﬁciently large value for the control parameters and then
adjust the controller parameters during computer simulations.
Another way to overcome the problem caused by unknown
disturbance bounds is to use the adaptive gains. Referring to
the adaptive supertwisting sliding mode controller proposed in
Ref.37, the controller in Eq. (25) can be improved as follows:
Mc ¼ E1 F ksig1=2ðsÞ  t
Z t
0
sgnðsðsÞÞds
 
ð30Þ
where k= diag(k1,k2,k3) and t= diag(t1,t2,t3). The follow-
ing adaptive scheme is chosen to adjust ki and ti(i= 1,2,3):
_ki ¼ vi1
ﬃﬃﬃﬃ
vi2
2
p
sgnðjsij  vi4Þ ki > kim
vi3 ki 6 kim
(
ti ¼ 2vi5ki
8><>: ð31Þwhere vi1,vi2,vi3,vi4, and vi5 are positive constants, and kim is an
arbitrary small positive constants.
The second-order sliding mode control law with the
adaptive scheme above can guarantee the establishment of
the sliding mode in the presence of bounded disturbance with
unknown boundary. The proof goes parallel with Ref.374. Control allocation
Since the air density in near space gets thinner as the altitude
increases, the desired torque is unattainable using aerodynamic
surfaces alone. Thus, the combination of the RCS and aerody-
namic surfaces is considered to meet the control performances.
At the beginning of reentry, aerodynamic surface deﬂections
are not effective due to the low air density. Therefore, RCS
thrusters have to function as the main control. Gradually, as
the altitude and speed of the vehicle decrease, aerodynamic
surfaces take the primary control responsibility.38
In this section, a control allocation algorithm is designed to
blend aerodynamic surfaces and RCS thrusters to generate the
torque command Mc, which is obtained by the proposed atti-
tude control law. Mc is related to the actuator commands vec-
tor dc as follows:
Mc ¼ DðÞdc
where dc ¼ dTA; uT
 T
. dA = [d1,d2, . . . ,dm]
T is the vector of
aerodynamic surface deﬂections, and m is the number of aero-
dynamic surfaces. u= [u1,u2, . . . ,un]
T is the vector of RCS
thruster states, and n is the number of RCS thrusters.
An optimization technique is developed to balance the
redundant actuators. The objective of the primary control allo-
cation is to minimize the difference between the desired torque
components and those produced by aerodynamic surface
deﬂections and RCS thrusters. For less propellant consump-
tion, the secondary objective is to minimize the use of RCS
thrusters. Therefore, the control allocation problem is turned
to minimize a performance index J1:
min J1 ¼ wMkMc DðÞdck þ wu
Xn
i¼1
ui ð32Þ
where wM = [wMx,wMy,wMz] are the weights that allow one to
vary the penalty on the torque errors in the roll, pitch, and yaw
axes. wu = [wu1,wu2, . . . ,wun] are the weights that allow one to
vary the penalty associated with the corresponding RCS
thrusters. By adjusting the proportions of wM and wu, one
can vary the penalty associated with different control
objectives.
The solution is subject to the constraint that the aerody-
namic surface deﬂections dA are limited by the lower and upper
positions dAmin and dAmax, while the deﬂection rate are limited
by dd-Amin and dd-Amax. The states of RCS thrusters ui(-
i= 1,2, . . . ,n) are limited to values between 0 and 1, and it
represents the fraction of the maximum torque Mui-max that
can be achieved in the ith thruster. The constraint conditions
of the control allocation are described as
dAmin 6 dA 6 dAmax
dd-Amin 6 _dA 6 dd-Amax
0 6 ui 6 1 ði ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; nÞ
8><>: ð33Þ
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the optimization problem to ﬁnd an optimal solution dc 2
Rm+n to minimize J1 in Eq. (32) under the constraint condi-
tions in Eq. (33).
The nonlinear programming problem above has to be
solved for an optimal dc, which is time-consuming and not fea-
sible in practical applications. In order to solve the problem in
a suitable way, a vector of slack variables ds = [dsx, dsy,dsz]
T is
deﬁned as follows:
ds ¼ Mc DðÞdc
Then the optimization problem deﬁned by Eqs. (32) and
(33) is converted to the following linear programming
problem:min
J2 ¼ w dTA; uT; dTs
 T ð34Þ
subject to
ds ¼ Mc DðÞd
dAmin 6 dA 6 dAmax
dd-Amin 6 _dA 6 dd-Amax
0n1 6 u 6 1n1
8>><>>: ð35Þ
and
0 6 dsi 6Mi ðMi P 0Þ
Mi 6 dsi 6 0 ðMi < 0Þ
i ¼ ðx; y; zÞ
8><>: ð36Þ
where w= [01·3,wu,wMxsgn(Mx),wMysgn(My),wMzsgn(Mz)].
In fact, from the expression of w, it can be obtained that
J1 = J2. Therefore, the linear programming will give a solution
to the optimization problem posed in Eq. (32). The constraints
given by Eq. (36) ensure that the effective torque never exceeds
the magnitude of the torque commanded by the continuous
control law. This is designed to avoid inadvertently increasing
the effective gains of a continuous controller.4
In the programming problem shown by Eqs. (34)–(36), the
states of RCS thrusters are limited to values between 0 and 1.
This is only applied under the assumption that a continuous
torque can be obtained by any thruster. However, with the
on–off thrusters, only the maximum torque Mui-max or zero
torque can be obtained by any thruster. For this kind of
thrusters, ui is assigned as binary variables and the integer pro-
gramming is utilized in Ref.4 However, this introduces discon-
tinuous and nonlinear control actions which may result in
worse control performance. The PWPF modulator can provide
an average output torque to equal a demanded, continuous
proﬁle if operated in the linear range.39 Therefore, the RCS
thrusters are treated as continuous effectors and then the
PWPF modulation is put into use by converting continuous
ui into on–off RCS thruster commands.
The PWPF modulator, as shown in Fig. 1, mainly com-
prises two components: a ﬁrst-order lag ﬁlter and a SchmittFig. 1 PWPF modulator.trigger inside a feedback loop. With a constant input, the
PWPF modulator drives a thruster valve with an on–off pulse
sequence. The duty-cycle or modulation factor is deﬁned as the
average output of the modulator.
In Fig. 1, Km and Tm are the ﬁlter gain and the time con-
stant, respectively. uon and uoff are the on-value and off-value
of the Schmitt trigger, and uTi is the output of the Schmitt trig-
ger. uT = [uT1,uT2, . . . ,uTn]
T is the vector of RCS thruster
states obtained by PWPF modulators.
The control allocation algorithm designed in this section is
used to calculate the commands for the actuators, and then
generate equivalent exertion with the torque command Mc
obtained by the proposed attitude control law. Since there
are some constraints for the actuators, the actual torque pro-
duced by them may not be exactly equivalent to the torque
command Mc. For the sake of simplicity, it is assumed that
the actual torque M can be expressed as M=Mc + DMa,
where DMa is the bounded disturbance caused by the actuator
constraints. In this way, the disturbance in the system shown
in Eq. (5) can be rewritten as DD ¼ I1ðDMþ DMa
DI _x xDIxÞ. Similar to the analysis in Theorems 2 and 3,
the convergence of the tracking error can be obtained. Until
now, the problem of a strict stability proof of the system with
constraints has not been completely solved. However, the sys-
tem performance will be examined with these constraints by
the simulation results in Section 5. Future research will focus
on the strict stability proof with the constraints taken into
consideration.
5. Simulation
In this section, numerical simulations are conducted to test the
proposed ﬁnite-time control laws and control allocation algo-
rithm. The overall attitude control system structure proposed
in this study is given in Fig. 2.
The 6-DOF mathematic model given in Ref.31 is used in sim-
ulation. The moments of inertia are deﬁned as: Ixx= 587800
kgÆm2, Iyy= 1303300 kgÆm
2, and Izz= 1534100 kgÆm
2.4 The ini-
tial conditions of the reentry vehicle are set to h0 = 70 km,
V0 = 5500 m/s, a0 = 0, b0 =2, l0 = 3, and xx0 = xy0 =
xz0 = 0 ()/s. The required attack angle, sideslip angle, and bank
angle commands are given as ac = 4, bc = 0, and lc = 0.
Since aerodynamic parameters tend to vary dramatically
during the reentry vehicle traveling through the atmosphere,
the simulation scenario is investigated by including bias condi-
tions for aerodynamic force coefﬁcients, moment coefﬁcients,
and air density in severe environment. 10 percent of bias con-
dition for aerodynamic force coefﬁcients, 30 percent of bias
condition for moment coefﬁcients, and 20 percent of bias con-
dition for air density are selected. The external disturbances to
torque M are given as follows:Fig. 2 Attitude control system structure of reentry vehicle.
Fig. 3 Aerodynamic angles evolutions via FSMC and PSMC.
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3 105 sin t
8 105 sinð0:8tþ 0:75pÞ
3 105 sinð0:9tþ 0:25pÞ
264
375N m
It is assumed that the vehicle is equipped with three aerody-
namic surfaces (including elevator, aileron, and rudder) and 10
ideal thrusters, each of which produces 3600 N of thrust.
dA = [de,da,dr]
T is the vector of aerodynamic surface deﬂec-
tions, in which de, da, and dr are the elevator, aileron, and
rudder deﬂections, respectively. The deﬂections are
limited within the range between 20 and 20. The vector
u= [u1,u2, . . . ,u10]
T shows the states of RCS thrusters. The
matrix D(Æ) 2 R3·13 can be expressed as
DðÞ ¼ ½DaeroðÞ;DRCSðÞ
where Daero(Æ) and DRCS(Æ) are the aerodynamic torque matrix
and the RCS torque matrix, respectively.
The aerodynamic torque matrix Daero(Æ) is given by
DaeroðÞ ¼
@Mx
@de
@Mx
@da
@Mx
@dr
@My
@de
@My
@da
@My
@dr
@Mz
@de
@Mz
@da
@Mz
@dr
26666664
37777775DRCSðÞ ¼
0 2047 11618 6908 0 2052 11617 6908 0 0
497 0 9461 11791 497 0 9459 11791 497 497
19885 15714 9459 11791 19885 15714 9459 11791 19885 19884
264
375N m
Fig. 4 Tracking errors of aerodynamic angles via FSMC and
PSMC.where
@Mi
@dj
can be calculated on the basis of the aerodynamic
data table.
The RCS torque matrix DRCS(Æ) whose elements represent
the ﬁring torque produced by each thruster is assumed to be
constant and is given as follows4:
Simulations of different controllersmentioned in this paperwill
be presented in this section, and the control allocation algorithm
with the same parameters is used after the control torque is
obtained by these controllers. The parameters in the performance
index J2 are chosen as wM= [1,1,1] and wu= [0.1,0.1, . . . ,0.1].
The parameters of PWPF modulations are selected as Km= 4.5,
Tm= 0.15, uon = 0.45, and uoff = 0.15.
Firstly, in order to evaluate the effectiveness of the pro-
posed sliding mode manifold, a comparison is given for two
controllers with different sliding mode manifolds: the pro-
posed ﬁnite-time sliding mode manifold in Eq. (8) (labeled as
FSMC) and the sliding mode controller with the PID-type slid-
ing mode manifold in Eq. (18) (labeled as PSMC). The struc-
tures of the two controllers are both selected as Eq. (21).
The parameters in FSMC are selected as p= 1, k= 3,
c= 0.15, g= 1, and the parameters in PSMC are selected as
p= 7/9, k= 3, c= 0.15, g= 1.
The variations of the angle of attack, sideslip angle, and
bank angle responses controlled by the two control laws above
are compared in Fig. 3, which shows that the aerodynamic
angles can track the commands in the presence of model
parameter uncertainties and external disturbances. The track-
ing errors of aerodynamic angles via the two controllers are
also compared in Fig. 4. By the proposed ﬁnite-time slidingmode manifold, the tracking errors converge in a short time
less than 4 s. Compared with the PSMC, the proposed FSMC
shows a faster convergence speed.
The elevator, aileron, and rudder deﬂections of FSMC are
shown in Fig. 5, which shows that there exists obvious chatter-ing in aerodynamic surface deﬂections because of the sign
function in the control law.
The SOFSMC provides the effectiveness to alleviate the
chattering phenomenon. Simulation results of SOFSMC are
given for comparison with FSMC. Since the boundary layer
method is a widely used solution to the chattering problem,
the simulation results of FSMC which utilizes the boundary
layer technique (labeled as FSMC-B) are given for comparison
as well. The parameters p, k, and c of SOFSMC and FSMC-B
are chosen identically with those of FSMC, and the other
parameters of SOFSMC are selected as k= 1 and t= 0.5.
The boundary layer thickness of FSMC-B is selected as
h= 0.02.
Fig. 6 Aerodynamic angles evolutions via FSMC-B and
SOFSMC.
Fig. 7 Aerodynamic surface deﬂections via FSMC-B and
SOFSMC.
Fig. 5 Aerodynamic surface deﬂections via FSMC.
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bank angle under FSMC-B and SOFSMC are shown in
Fig. 6, and their aerodynamic surface deﬂections are shown
in Fig. 7. The simulation results imply that the chattering of
FSMC is alleviated and continuous aerodynamic surface
deﬂections are obtained by SOFSMC. It can be seen from
Figs. 6(a) and 7(a) that FSMC with the boundary layer tech-
nique can obtain similar dynamic responses and continuous
control signals as SOFSMC. However, when one focuses on
the control accuracy of the control laws, signiﬁcant differencesFig. 8 Tracking errors of aerodynamic angles via FSMC,
FSMC-B and SOFSMC.
Fig. 9 Sliding mode manifold responses via FSMC-B and
SOFSMC.
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seen from the local tracking errors in Fig. 8 and the sliding
mode manifold responses in Fig. 9. Fig. 8(b) is the local mag-
niﬁcation of Fig. 8(a). The tracking errors of SOFSMC and
FSMC are much smaller than those of FSMC-B. As the con-
tinuous approximation technique is utilized in FSMC-B, the
tracking accuracy and robustness in the boundary layer are lost.
The sliding mode manifold responses are shown in Fig. 9.
As the boundary layer technique is applied, the sliding mode
manifold values of FSMC-B in the steady-state regime do
not converge to zero but are kept inside the boundary layer,
i.e., hi = 0.02. However, the sliding mode manifold values
under SOFSMC are much smaller. Therefore, the proposed
SOFSMC can alleviate chattering without sacriﬁcing accuracy
and robustness.
The elevator, aileron, and rudder deﬂections in Figs. 5 and
7 show that the aerodynamic surface deﬂections are saturated
at the beginning of control. Therefore, RCS thrusters have to
be used to provide extra control torque. Since the same control
allocation algorithm is used for all the control laws above, only
the thrusters’ on–off states under the FSMC-B and SOFSMC
control laws are taken for example and the results are shown in
Fig. 10. With the design objective to minimize the use of RCS
thrusters, the RCS thrusters are only used in the beginning.
Once the aerodynamic surface deﬂections can provide enough
torque, the thrusters are turned off.Fig. 10 On–off states of RCS thrusters via FSMC-B and
SOFSMC.
Fig. 11 Simulation results via SOFSMC with adaptive gains.Considering the unknown boundary of the disturbances, the
second-order sliding mode control law with adaptive gains in
Eqs. (30) and (31) is adopted to the reentry vehicle. The param-
eters in the adaptive scheme are chosen as v1 = [2,2,2],
v2 = [0.2,0.2,0.2], v3 = [0.4,0.4,0.8], v4 = [0.01,0.01,0.01],
v5 = [1,1,1], and km = [0.2,0.2,0.6]. The simulation results
are shown in Fig. 11. The tracking performance of the aerody-
namic angles shows the effectiveness of the controller with adap-
tive gains.
All the simulations in this section are done in the presences
of aerodynamic coefﬁcients bias and external disturbances.
Furthermore, the constraints for aerodynamic deﬂections
and RCS thrusters are considered in simulations. The results
demonstrate the tracking accuracy and robustness of the pro-
posed control laws and control allocation algorithm. More-
over, it can be seen from the aerodynamic deﬂections that no
singular phenomenon occurs under the proposed control laws.
Finite-time sliding mode attitude control for a reentry vehicle with blended aerodynamic surfaces and a reaction control system 9756. Conclusions
The attitude tracking control problem of a reentry vehicle with
blended aerodynamic surfaces and a reaction control system is
discussed in this paper. This paper provides three major
aspects of contributions:
(1) Based on the proposed ﬁnite-time sliding mode mani-
fold, an attitude controller for the reentry vehicle is
designed and ﬁnite-time attitude tracking is guaranteed.
(2) The chattering is alleviated by the second-order sliding
mode method. Compared with the boundary layer
method for chattering alleviation, the proposed method
maintains the accuracy and robustness of the system.
When the upper bound of the disturbance is unknown,
an adaptive-gain law is adopted to guarantee the estab-
lishment of the sliding mode in ﬁnite time.
(3) The control allocation algorithm which incorporates lin-
ear programming and the PWPF technique is developed
to distribute the control torque commands into different
actuators. This algorithm relieves the calculation bur-
dens in programming and provides a feasible way to
modulate the on–off thrusters.Acknowledgements
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